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First of all I wish everyone the happiest Halloween.

With heightening attacks from the enemy in regards to the freedoms of humanity, it
becomes mandatory that we hold for once more the spiritual backbone of Gentiles
worldwide.

The enemy is clearly using this epidemic, insisting that it is a pandemic, to ruin the
freedoms of  mankind worldwide.  Steadily  so,  they are using this  as  an excuse to
destroy the middle class,  destroy small  businesses, cause workers insurmountable
financial  woes, and also practice all  sorts of  other attacks that will  lead them to a
conclusive end they have decided a long time ago.

Those of you who are reading the news, you are seeing that central banks and other
institutions, are attempting to create digital currency. Digital currency in itself, is not
good nor bad, anymore than printed random money. Much of the financial reality of the
world is already digital [stock market, macro-economy], and is not based on labor or
realistic value of anything or any good or service.

The full manifestation of this will however, will be probably be launched as a saving
recipe  from  a  financial  crashing  of  the  backbone  of  all  the  financial  categories
mentioned above - "Accept our digital currencies so that you are saved", type of thing,
"Redefining  Finances  to  save the  world"  as  another  thing.  There  is  an  increasing
disconnect between the real and the fake economy, and what people have to actually
spend or what people are making VS what virtual money exists.

With  the Co-Vid craze it  was apparent  how the enemy started hating on material
money, because it still  can provide some sort of semblance of security and privacy
when it comes to transactions, away from the control of the enemy, which is already
very vast.

When it comes to digital currencies, not all are made alike, obviously. Some are made
in a person to person fashion, and powered by the belief  of  people in their value.
There is no unanimous ruler to these transactions. The digital currencies the enemy is
creating, are only going to exist to expand their already existing system of control, and
to fully digitize it, to the point none of this will be able to be monitored or be for real.
Most people who are not deeply inside the system do not even have an access to
verify what is going on in the value setting power of this system. This will give them
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direct power and authority to exercise monetary control beyond more than any other
age.

On the other  hand there  are coming new currencies  and systems of  transactions
which can, if not delay the enemy, cause them a considerable hole in their dominance
for the wealth of the world. The very same thing they need to take over, is the very
same thing that is going to be a major problem for them.

The last level of this is that they want to merge this system with the biological body of
a human being, in a direct fashion, in other words a microchip wallet. The world and
planets are moving into radical redirection of the financial system of the world.

Government  tyranny  is  rising  and this  should  be  apparent  through all  this  Co-Vid
situation. All of this is a lengthy, shadowy, manifestation of subversive power, and a
slow  move  towards  the  Chinese  Communism model.  The  elections  of  the  United
States are already mirroring this reality.

At this point, people are going to be locked in and going out whenever the enemy
dictates based on largely deceitful and unrealistic data. Despite of the reality of the
pandemic or epidemic situation, the power struggle remains as is, and the enemy's
plan remains the same. However, the basis of all this supposedly remains, in the mind
of the masses, the so called "pandemic". It was this that triggered the barrage of other
power games. All of that has been exposed.

Many people who believe in this are called "Conspiracy theorists", but the reality is
only in front of  us.  The data is debatable,  and most of  it  cannot uphold any such
extreme measures any longer. Despite of the issue existing, there are many who are
trying to exploit the situation to promote other measures - for the future of control of
mankind.

As time goes, those who are willing to accept the lie that all what is happening now, is
based on the "Co-Vid", only does so willingly, and because they are comfortable with
this  interpretation.  There  is  no  real  link  between  the  Co-Vid  and  most  of  the
suppressive measures taking place.

Most measures like this, have nothing to do with the spread or prolonging of the so
called "Pandemic". Data is starting to show that there is nothing worrisome about the
situation, and despite that, the enemy intensifies measures and continues on the same
pattern, as if this was the Black Plague.

The current US elections are a reflection of this passage that the world is undergoing
right now. There is serious risk of election ballot meddling in the United States. The
two figures, represent a different route for the Western and Developed world. Trump
represents  in  this  case  the  turning  of  the  situation  in  an  epidemic,  while  Biden
represents  the  dictatorship  of  "Science",  which  at  this  point,  has  largely  failed  to



support the belief that all these measures of financial, fiscal, governmental, and civil
destruction are required to uphold for the so called "Co-Vid".

Regardless of the US election outcome, many Nations are already proceeding with
even harder measures and quarantines. But the US election will definitely affect the
rest  of  this  and  how  long  this  situation  escalates  about.  Also,  mandatory  or  not
vaccination and many other agendas are going to be on the table for now and next
year.

In regards to the vaccination there is a limit to what one can and cannot say in any
platform. "Medical Advice". I'll just focus on the political subject of this. The fact that
people are forced on the needle on the exchange of all their freedoms, for a virus that
has a mortality rate as low, should be alarming to any well thinking individual.

Many of our own here have been diagnosed [and misdiagnosed too] with Co-Vid, and
made it out fine, and no different than displaying symptoms similar to the flu or a bad
flu. Others have passed it even lighter.

The clear line between scientific data and scientific interpretation is still ongoing, yet,
at the same time, the enemy's purpose is clear as per usual: The enemy wants to
destroy this world entirely, and make us all into a Communist dictatorship from which
there will be no escape.

Always,  no  matter  what,  they  have the  same plan.  What  happens  is  details.  The
moment something happens that they can promote into the very same drill, they will
do it. This is typical of them.

This  is  not  debatable  and  not  reliant  upon  the  Co-Vid.  Those  who  are  older  will
understand this, what this world has been coming to since the so called "9/11" where
mass surveillance, and popular control has since been rising, because the enemy is
paranoid about the people waking up to them. As time goes, it will take total idiots and
those  who  are  entirely  slaves  and  compliant  to  make  the  claim that  this  is  all  a
"Coincidence" or "How things are supposed to be".

Lastly,  as  some  may  have  noticed,  the  http://www.joyofsatan.org website  is  down
today. The enemy has a habit for this and many years over, they have done attacks to
us on Halloween. Hopefully, this should be resolved within the date. The pressure has
been more and more intensive to keep everything going, and it will keep going despite
of what the enemy thinks about the subject. Meanwhile, http://www.satanisgod.org can
be used.

For the next 10 days, we need to be spamming the FRTR. Everyone must be doing
this at the very least, once in their day. This is the minimum. This is to ensure that the
elections and whatever fruit comes out of it, will be affected by us, and not solely by
the enemy. This builds on the previous schedule.

http://www.joyofsatan.org/
http://www.satanisgod.org/


We do only the Final RTR to focus all the momentum there. Soon also, there will be an
additional  update  based on  the  Final  RTR which  we will  utilize  after  the  enemy's
garbage has sufficiently dwindled [we are almost there]. We are going one step at a
time.

31: fRTR
1: fRTR
2: fRTR
3: fRTR
4: fRTR5: fRTR
6: fRTR
7: fRTR
8: fRTR
9: fRTR
10: fRTR

HAIL SATAN!!!
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